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We The Bison - Introduction
$Charlz Token is a bison, not a dog, but fun fact, baby
bison are actually referred to as “red dogs” due to their
orange-red color. We are no more than a bison s#!t coin on
the Cardano Ecosystem that has 0 value and promises 0
gains. Our goal is that our mediocre bison memes bring you
and Papa Charles countless laughs. And of course make the
entire herd memellionaires!

Grabbing The Bison By The Horns
To our knowledge the only man to ever grab a bison by the
horns is Papa Charles himself. To avoid an accident, it’s
better to love bison from a distance. The only technical details are determining a bison’s mood. If it’s tail hangs down
normally they are calm, but if the tail stands up it could
charge at any moment. No matter what the tail is doing,
bison are unpredictable, just like $Charlz.
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What The Charlz?
Our goals of $Charlz Token isn't to only provide low-quality
memes, but to become the greatest meme token on the
Cardano Ecosystem and give back to help conserve the
bison. This project is all about community. Spread the word
to grow the herd.

Bisonomics
On the graph below you'll see the full token distribution.
Below the graph is a detailed breakdown of where all the
tokens will be allocated.

Total Supply: 100,000,000,000,000
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Charlz Day Sacrifice
50% of the total supply will be set aside to a wallet that
Charles Hoskinson can claim at any point; however, 1T
tokens will be burned from the wallet each Sunday for the
next 50 weeks. Will Charles ever claim his $Charlz?

Feeding Trough
5% will be allocated to the feeding trough where the
community will have access to the $Charlz Token faucet
featured on charlz.io/charlzfaucet.

NFT rewards
Every NFT has a rarity score attached based on the rarity
of the individual traits of the NFT. The rarity score
equates to the interest in $Charlz token paid out to the
NFT holder every week (e.g. If you have an NFT with a
rarity score of 2M, then that NFT will reward you 2M
$Charlz tokens per week). These NFTs guarantee a predefined return and therefore act as bonds. The NFTs can
be traded on a secondary market between investors
seeking a certain yield in $Charlz tokens, thus creating one
of the first bond markets on Cardano. 5% of the total
supply (5T $Charlz) will be allocated to this reward system
for our NFT holders and will last for 50 weeks. $Charlz is
pioneering the space of "Meme-Fi" or MemeFinance.
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Stake Pool Operators
5% of the total supply will be allocated to SPOs for
distribution.

Community Growth
5% of total supply will give the community an opportunity to
gain tokens by being active leaders in our herd.

Not Determined
The community will have a major impact on the decisions of
the 25% of supply that is not yet determined.

Team
Lastly, 5% of the total supply will be in the hands of our
team. We plan to HODL $Charlz until the day the bison
becomes extinct.
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